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Abstract: With the advancement in the amount of data generation, a procedure of taking out of useful information and
patterns from huge data become crucial which is termed as Data Mining. It is also called as knowledge discovery
process, knowledge mining from data, knowledge extraction or data /pattern analysis. In this paper, we discussed about
a few optimization techniques which are quite useful for the extraction of optimal results. Animal migration
optimization is the process which considers the behavior of the animal movement for moving to other positions.
Genetic Algorithm (GA) performs three operations like selection, crossover and mutation over the chromosomes for the
best possible result. Ant colony optimization (ACO) is based on the action performed by ants for getting the food from
the shortest and superior path. And finally particle swarm optimization (PSO) which considers the particles movement
and velocity then calculate best position for the movement. This paper would be useful for the best understanding of
optimization technique.
Keywords: Data Mining, Animal Migration, GA, ACO, PSO.
I. INTRODUCTION
The improvement of Information Technology has generated massive quantity of databases and huge data in numerous
regions. The studies in databases and facts technology have given upward thrust to a way to shop and manage this highpriced data for further selection making.
Data mining is extraction process of beneficial data and patterns from enormous information. It’s also known as KDD,
information mining from data, information extraction or facts/ pattern analysis.

Fig. 1 KDD Process
Data mining is a logical process this is utilized to search through huge quantity of data with the order to find beneficial
data. The goal of this technique is to find patterns that were previously unknown. Once those patterns are found they
can similarly be utilized to ensure choices for improvement in their businesses.
Three steps involved are
A. Exploration
In step one of data exploration information is clean and converted into some other form, and significant variables after
which nature of information depends on the problem are determined.
B. Pattern Identification
Data is explored and described for the unique variables the second one step is to form pattern identification. Identify
and select the patterns which make the satisfactory prediction.
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C. Deployment
Identified patterns from above process are deployed for requisite outcome [1].
II. ANIMAL MIGRATIONS
Migrations are recurrent moves amid habitats that regularly take benefit of seasonally productive habitat all through the
breeding season
 Migrations span a range moves from long, pass-continental movements to comparatively short actions of a few
hundred meters. Animal migrations are essential to the wholesome function of many ecosystems with the aid of
facilitating dispersal of plant species, cycling assets among locality and allowing life to persist in certain of the
maximum extreme locality on earth.
 Circumstances in regions which includes savannah, boreal woodland, and alpine areas may be extraordinarily harsh
for much of the year, but do have brief durations of excessive resource productivity.
 Through migrations, species can take advantage of these productive periods while escaping the harsh periods.
 However, weather alternate can also alter the dynamics of the habitats and strategies on which migration depends.
Because of their interactions with their atmosphere, migrating species can be especially sensitive to weather change.
 While there has been much work on the effect of climate change on biological systems in general.
 Few research have tried to gather that data and apply it to how weather change will have an effect on migrations [2].
A. In specific groups
Dissimilar form of animal migrates in dissimilar ways:

In birds
Approximately 1,800 of the arena's 10,000 chicken species migrate lengthy distances each yr in reaction to the seasons.
Many of those migrations are north-south, with species feeding and breeding in high northern latitudes inside the
summer, and shifting some hundreds of kilometers south for the wintry climate. Some species enlarge this method to
migrate annually a few of the Southern and Northern Hemispheres
Several bird populations migrate longest distances along a flyway. The maximum collective pattern comprises flying
north in the spring to breed in the summer temperate and returning in the autumn to wintering grounds in warmer
regions to the south. Obviously, hemisphere the ways are opposite in the southern, but there is lesser land region in the
far south to handle longest-distance migration.

In fish
Most fish species are pretty constrained in their movements, closing in a unmarried geographical area and making brief
migrations for wintering, to spawn. A some hundred species migrate longest distances, in a few instances of thousands
kilometers. About a hundred twenty species of fish, which includes numerous species of salmon, migrate among
saltwater and freshwater.
Forage fish collectively with capelin migrate round large parts of the Northern Ocean. The capelin as an example
spawn at some stage in the western of Iceland; their larvae float clockwise spherical Iceland, at the same time as the
fish swim northwards toward Mayan island to feed, and move once more to Iceland parallel with Greenland's east
coast.

In insects
Certain winged bugs e.g. locusts and positive butterflies and dragonflies with sturdy flight migrate longest distances.
Among the dragonflies, species of Sympetrum and Libellula are known for mass migration, whilst Pantala flavescent,
Referred to as the wandering glider dragonfly create the longest ocean crossing of any bug, amid India and Africa.
Extremely, the wilderness locust swarms, Schistocerca gregaria, flew westwards across the Atlantic Ocean for 4500 km
throughout October 1988, utilizing air currents inside the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone.
In positive migratory butterflies, e.g. the painted female and monarch butterfly, no person completes the whole
migration.

In other animals
Mass migration arises in mammals along with the Serengeti 'superb migration', an annual round pattern of motion with
a few 1.7 million wildebeest and loads of thousands of different massive sports animals along with gazelles and zebra.
Long-distance migrations arise in some bats, notably the mass migration of the Mexican loose-tailed bat among Oregon
and southern Mexico.
Certain reptiles and amphibians migrate. Certain crustaceans migrate, maximum spectacularly the Christmas Island red
crab that movements en masse every three 365 days through the million.
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III. TRACKING MIGRATION
Scientists collect observations of animal migration by monitoring their actions. Animals were historically tracked with
identification tags together with chicken jewelry for later restoration, no statistics became acquired about the real
course followed between releases and healing, and simplest a small fraction of tagged individuals were generally
recovered. Handy, consequently, are digital gadgets such as radio tracking collars which may be accompanied via
radio, whether or not handheld, in a vehicle or plane, or by way of satellite. Tags can consist of a GPS receiver,
allowing accurate positions to be broadcast at regular intervals, however these are necessarily heavier and more highlypriced than devices without GPS. An opportunity is that the Argos Doppler tag, moreover called as 'Platform Transmit
Terminal' (PTT) that transmission of times to the polar orbiting Argos satellites, utilizing Doppler shift, the animal's
place may be predicted, fantastically kind of compared to GPS, however at decrease fee and weight. Radio monitoring
tags may be suited to insects inclusive of dragonflies and bees [3].
IV. GENETIC ALGORITHM (GA)
GA is a family of computational models based on principles of choose and evolution of natural. These algorithms
change the complexity in a specific domain into a replica via utilizing a chromosome as data structure and change the
chromosomes utilizing recombination, and mutation operators and election. The range of the usage which could create
the maximum of GA is quite extensive.
In computer security applications, it is mainly used for detect optimal outcome to a specific problem. The procedures of
a GA generally start with a randomly selected population of chromosomes. These chromosomes are representation of
the issues to be solved. By to the difficult attributes, exclusive positions of all chromosomes are encoded as characters,
bits, or numbers. These positions are sometimes known as genes and are modify randomly within a range at some point
of evolution. The set of chromosomes all through a level of evolution are known as a populace. An evaluation function
is utilized to compute the “goodness” of every chromosome. Through evaluation, two primary operators, mutation and
crossover, are utilized to simulate the normal replica and species mutation. The choice of chromosomes for survival and
mixture is biased in the direction of the fittest chromosomes.

Fig. 2 Structure of a simple GA
A GA is quite straightforward in general, but it could be complex in most cases. For instance, during the crossover
operation, there might be one-point crossover or even more than one element crossovers. There are also parallel
implementations of GA. At times series of parameters needs to be taken into consideration with precise choice manner.
The final goal is to search the solution space in a relatively short time of period [4].
V. ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION (ACO)
The ACO is probabilistic methods for resolving computational difficulties which may be diminish to finding good
paths through graphs depends on the approaches of actual ants. In ACO, every artificial ant is taken into consideration
as easy agent, communicating with other ants simplest circuitously and by way of effecting changes to a commonplace
atmosphere.
Ant colonies (AC): AC Algorithm is given below:
1: Initialize pheromone trail
2: while stopping criteria not met do
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3: for all ants do
4: Deposit ant randomly
5: while solution unfinished do
6: chose next factor randomly according to pheromone trail
7: end while
8: end for
9: Update pheromone trail
10: end while
Initially proposed via utilizing Marco Dorigo in 1992, the primary set of rules became aiming to find outfor an optimal
route in a graph, depend on totally at the ant’s behavior of seeking for a route among their AC and a food source.
The newest knowledge has because diversified to remedy a wider class of numerical issue, and as end outcome, several
issue have emerged, drawing on many factors of the ants. The features are excessive-precision solution, rapid search
speed, convergence to global optimum and greedy heuristic search [5].

Fig. 3 ACO technique
ACO is part of the larger vicinity of swarm intelligence wherein scientist’s evaluation the behavior patterns of bees,
ants and different social insects on the way to simulate strategies.
The ability of insect swarms to thrive in nature and solve complex survival tasks appeals to scientists growing
algorithms had to resolve in addition complex issues. Artificial intelligence algorithms consisting of ACO are
implemented to large combinatorial optimization issues and are utilized to make self-establishing techniques for such
issues.
ACO is a meta-heuristic approach that utilizes artificial ants to locate solutions to combinatorial optimization issues.
ACO is primarily based at the behavior of actual ants and possesses more desirable abilities comprising reminiscence of
past actions and information about the distance to other locations.
In nature, an individual ant is unable to communicate or effectively hunt for food, but as a group, ants possess the
ability to solve complex problems and successfully detect and gather food for their AC. Ants communicate utilizing a
chemical substance known as pheromone.
As an ant travels, it deposits a constant amount of pheromone that distinct ants can comply with. All ant moves in a
quite random fashion, however even as an ant encounters a pheromone path, it must determine whether or not to
observe with it. If it follows the route, the ant’s own pheromone reinforces the prevailing route, and the boom in
pheromone will raise the possibility of the subsequent ant deciding on the path.
Therefore, the more ants that travel on a path, the greater attractive the direction will become for next ants.
Additionally, an ant the use of a short direction to a food source will return to the nest sooner and consequently, mark
its path twice, earlier than other ants return. This straight influences the chance for the following ant exit the nest. Over
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time, as greater ants are in a locality to whole the smaller route, pheromone accumulates earlier on shorter paths and
longer paths are lesser reinforced. The evaporation of pheromone additionally makes much less desirable. Routes more
problematic to discover and similarly reduces their use. However, the continued random selection of paths thru way of
individual ants facilitates the colony find out alternate routes and insures successful navigation around obstacles that
interrupt a route. Trail selection by way of ants is a pseudo-random proportional manner and is a key element of the
simulation set of rules of ACO [6].
The utilize of AC become first functional to the traveling salesman issues and the quadratic assignment issue and has
for the reason that been implemented to other issue that comprises the machine tool problematic and the multiple
objective space planning problematic and JIT sequencing problematic [6].

Fig. 4 flow diagram of ACO [7]
VI. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION (PSO)
PSO was first introduced via Dr. James Kennedy and Dr. Russell C. Eberhart in 1995. There are two operators in PSO
such as Position update and Velocity update. During all generation every particle is multiplied closer to the debris
earlier best area and the worldwide exceptional location. At every iteration a most modern velocity value for each
particle is compute depend on its current velocity, the distance from its earlier excellent position, and the distance from
the global best position. The newest velocity value is then utilized to compute the next position of the particle in the
detect space.
This process is then iterated a set no. of times or until a minimum error is achieved. The PSO algorithm procedure as
follows [8]:
1: process PSO
2: repeat
3: for i = 1 to number of individuals do
4: if G(~xi) > G(~pi) then . G() evaluates goodness
5: for d = 1 to dimensions do
6: pid = xid . pid is the best state found so far
7: end for
8: end if
9: g = i . arbitrary
10: for j = indexes of neighbors do
11: if G(~pj) > G(~pg) then
12: g = j . g is the index of the best performer in the Neighborhood
13: end if
14: end for
15: for d = 1 to number of dimensions do
16: vid(t) = f(xid(t − 1), vid(t − 1), pid, pgd) . update velocity
17: vid 2 (−Vmax,+Vmax)
18: xid(t) = f(vid(t), xid(t − 1)) . Update position
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19: end for
20: end for
21: until stopping criteria
22: end procedure

Fig. 5 flow diagram of PSO
VII. LITERATURE SURVEY
Frederick lie (2017) et al. presented that, ACO can offer optimal kind of freeform clarification source for those
horizontal features and vertical features. This paper considers each feature’s particular weighting in order to test the
complexity and adaptability of the ACO algorithm applied to semiconductor manufacturing processes. The outcomes of
source compute display that each 17 testing features can be fulfilled with the X symmetry freeform source. When using
this freeform source in an ArF lithography system, the ADI resist CD of all testing features is located within ±10%
target CD tolerance. The ADI target CD set by dense patterns is 40 nm. defy pattern of ADI CD measurements
illustrate that, beneath a through focus situation, the oppose pattern CD between the two nm which is 40 nm and 42 nm
is in tolerance, the intensity of focus can reach up to 0.1 µm, LER is approximately 5 nm, and LWR is approximately 7
nm. These ADI CD measurements show that this ACO-based freeform source can be integrated into existing advanced
semiconductor lithography processes [9].
Naser Nawayseh (2017) et al. presented that, various local optimization techniques such as Interior Point Algorithm
have been widely used to optimize the parameters of models representing biodynamic responses to vibration. The
quality of the obtained solutions depends on the starting guesses. Here paper present a contrast between performance of
PSO which stand for Particle Swarm Optimization and GA which stand for Genetic algorithm in the parameters
optimization of replica of the humanoid body, where such approaches don’t have need of initial guesses. The model
representation of the vertical apparent mass and fore-and-aft cross axis obvious mass of seated person body throughout
vertical excitation. With both optimization methods, the model provided close fits to the module and phases for both
median data and the responses of 12 individual subjects. However, it was noted that using PSO provided a better
solution with less mean error than GA and a faster solution in most of the cases [10].
Qi Wang (2016) et al. presented that, this paper define a scheme which is dimmable for VLC which stands for visible
light communication system based on the multi layer ACOOFDM which stands for asymmetrically clipped optical
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing, which is capable to hold up a wide range of dimming for the dissimilar
clarification necessities. In the projected scheme, multiple layers of the ACO-OFDM occupy dissimilar subcarriers are
joint so that nearly all the subcarriers could be used for the transmission of data. The different layers of polarities
ACO-OFDM diverse to get elastic time of domain waveform, which can be completely utilize dynamic range of the
LEDs and get the improved the performance. The factors of scaling and modulation order for every layer as well as DC
bias are optimized for the dissimilar dimming necessities to get enhanced efficiency spectral. Results of Simulation
display that the scheme which is proposed can hold up communication over wide range of dimming and get higher
spectral effectiveness compare with existing methods under different dimming requirements [11].
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Pradeep Kumar Tiwari (2016) et al. presented that, proposed research approach is based on Dynamic Weighted Live
Migration (DWLM) to manage load imbalance problem. The proposed mechanism results outcomes compared with
Migration time, Scalability, Throughput and Availability factor from Similarly Spread Current Execution load balance
algorithm (ESCEL) and the Push Pull algo. This paper also focuses on others load balancing strategies and future
research scope in Load management mechanism [12].
Tobias Friedrich (2016) et al. presented that, Practical problems of the optimization regularly comprise uncertainty
regarding quality measure, for ex. due to the noisy evaluation. Thus, they don’t permit for the straightforward purpose
of conventional optimization approaches. In such type of settings, randomized heuristics search like evolutionary type
of algorithms are well-liked choices as they are regularly assumed to show few kind of confrontation to noise.
Empirical confirmation suggests that few algos, like (EDAs) which stands for estimation of distribution algorithms are
vigorous against scaling of noise strength, even with no resorting to clear noise handling approaches like resembling.
Here, we would like to hold up such claims with the mathematical rigor. We bring in the idea of refined scaling in that
run time of algo. scales polynomially with the noise intensity. They analyze a monotone vigor function over the binary
strings with the preservative noise in use from Gaussian distribution. We illustrate that myopic heuristics can’t optimize
professionally the function beneath arbitrarily intense noise devoid of any explicit noise handling. Furthermore, we
prove that using a population does not help. To conclude we illustrate that simple EDA known as the compact GA
which can overcome lack of forethought of mutation only heuristics to the scale elegantly with the noise. We inference
that combinative GA can also have this type of property [13].
J. Dang (2015) et al. presented that, this paper define a new receiver based on frequency-domain diversity combining
(FDDC) for an asymmetrically clipped optical orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (ACO-OFDM) system.
compare with its TDDC the counterpart, FDDC receiver is competent of more efficiently exploit frequency selectivity
of channel to additionally get better the performance of detection, which proved by the post combining signal to noise
ratio also called (SNR) analysis. An improved edition of FDDC receiver, which called eFDDC, also subsequently being
defined. It permit for best possible selection amongst several sets of symbol of candidate vectors based on the signum
matrix evaluation .Simulation outcome illustrate that the define FDDC and the eFDDC receivers outperform TDDC
receiver. With a enough number of applicant symbol vector sets, eFDDC receiver still outperforms a type of iterative
receiver, which is well-known to have the superior presentation in current literature, yet the complexity of eFDDC is
lower due to the avoidance of matrix inversion. Those facts recommend that the FDDC and the eFDDC receivers are
tough receiver candidate for ACO-OFDM system [14].
Tzung-Pei Hong (2015) et al. presented that Multi-population-based bio-inspired calculation may use immigration in
the middle of groups to enlarge the look for diversity. Through good outcome exchanged among sub-populations, better
solutions may be found with a high probability. Here, we suggest 2 algo to vigorously regulate the 2 primary
parameters, immigration interval and immigration rate, for the flexibly reveal solution situation for efficient migration.
The 1st algorithm only dynamically change immigration interval, and 2 nd consider both the interval and the rate. We
will examine how the dynamic migration strategies affect the quality of solutions in the experiments [15].
Dandong Yin (2015) et al. presented that, characteristic object based categorization methods only take picture object
property as criteria to categorize roads, leaving associated edge data unused. Such methods often show the way to
fragment the road areas and contradictory road widths and the smoothness. In the meantime, very high resolution called
as (VHR) images include a huge amount of the edge data and various types of objects those are geographic, thus, it is
tough to mine roads by the typical edge based extraction or the methods of grouping. Here, a globally optimized way is
developed to incorporate both the object and edge features to mine the urban road information from the VHR images.
This method extends ACO through deploying ants and also by moving ants (artificial agents) all along roads with
management of inclusive object and edge information. As ants broaden pheromone all along their paths, roads are being
known based on the aggregate levels of pheromone. A set of experiment on the VHR images show that our technique
considerably outperforms object based classification techniques with not only enhanced road mining quality but also
enhanced stability when applied to large and complex images [16].
Zhongwei Zhao (2014) et al. presented that, abundance of profhas been implied that animals asbird and sea turtles
exploiting geomagnetic data for long distance movement and homing. Here, we conducted an initio inquiry to imitate a
migratory animal’s geomagnetic homing diagonally a long distance over the plane of the Earth. Depend on a essay
statement whichas animals has a natural ability to sense and evaluate the included angle between the vector
geomagnetic field (GF) and exact geographic direction e.g. the because of north, we shown that a longest-distance
geomagnetic navigation (GN) can be skilled without any assist of pre-stored geomagnetic & geographic information, as
long as the routing is within a vast area where such a spatial angle can uniquely determine a geographic location.
Lacking any necessity of measuring the power of the GF, this GN will no visibly affected thru the recurrent fluctuation
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of the GF which sternly hampers traditional GN. By introduce the extended-Kalman-filter algo, its able to detect a
shortcut in the geomagnetic gap, overcoming interferences of robust Gaussian and local-area geomagnetic anomaly.
We suppose that this proposed approach will be find a large range of prospective application in overall, local, and
interior navigations based on mesmeric field in the prospect.
[17].
Mateus de Paula Marques(2014) et al. presented that, ACO for unremitting domains technique is deployed in to solve 2
resource allocation also called RA optimization problems that is associated to the signal to noise plus the interference
ratio metric with QOS constraints in the situation of the hybrid wavelength division multiplexing or networks called
optical code division multiplexing. The ACOR based RA optimization strategy that permits optimally adaptable the
transmitted optical powers, as well as maximize the on the whole energy effectiveness (sum EE) of the optical network.
In this situation, a appropriate model for the heuristic optimization technique is being developed, with emphasis on
performance of network under the optimized ACOR input type of parameters. Extensive outcome of simulation for
both the allocation of power and problems of EE optimization are being discussed captivating account of practical
networks operation scenario. Computational analysis of complexity is being performed to obtain an appropriate, yet
strong, algorithm concerning the robustness versus the complexity tradeoff. The complexity and performance of the
defined heuristic approach are compared with a disciplined convex optimization approach based on CvX tools [18].
VIII. CONCLUSION
Data mining is a consistent procedure that is used to look for through large amount of information in order to find
useful data. The objective of this method is to find patterns that were previously unknown. Once these patterns are
establish they can additional be utilized to create some judgment for development of their industries. In this paper, we
discussed algorithm of a variety of optimization techniques with the detailed description. We survey various
optimization techniques which would be valuable for the researchers to learn it.
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